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A. Short Answer Type QuesƟons.

(7 x 2 = 14)

I. What are wild animals ?
2. What are the grain ea ng animals ?
3. How do cars pollute the air ?
4. Write the names of two man-made things.
5. Name some plants that provide eatable roots.
6. Why do animals - need water ?
7. Which day is called a rainy day ?
B. Very Short Answer Type QuesƟons.

(6 x 1 = 6)

I. Name one animal that lives in ocean.
2. Why should we not pollute air ?
3. What are herbs ?
4. How does leaves prepare food for the plant ?
5. The sun and moon occur in nature. What are they called ?
6. How many colours are there in a rainbow ?
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C. Tick (  ) the correct answers.

(6 x 1 = 6)

I. Which one of the following do live only in water ?
1) Small animals

2) Big animals

3) Aqua c animals

4) All of these

2. What is the name of the place where a rabbit lives ?
1) coop

2) nest

3) burrow

4) cage

3. We cannot live without ____________________
1) fire

2) air

3) hydrogen

4) carbon - dioxide

4. The thing that is not required by plants to grow is
1) moon light

2) sunlight

3) air

4) water

5. Which part of a plant prepares food for the plant?
1) stem

2) leaf

3) branch

4) seed

6. We drink ____________ during summer.
1) cold drinks

2) hot coﬀee

3) hot water

4) hot chocolate

D. Write ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false statements.

(6 x 1 = 6)

I. Elephants are not herbivores.
2. We need stale air to breathe.
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3. We wash clothes with the help of water.
4. The wind is strong on a winter day.
5. Roots cannot be eaten.
6. All living things cannot breathe.

E. Give two examples of each one of the following.

(3 x 2 = 6)

I. Wild animals
1) _____________________

2) _____________________

2. Pet animals
1) _____________________

2) _____________________

3. Amphibians
1) _____________________

2) _____________________

F. Fill in the blanks with the help of a word given in brackets.

(4 x 1 = 4)

I. We drink water when we are _________________________

(hungry/thirsty)

2. We should not _________________________ water.

(drink/waste)

3. Water is needed for _________________________ fire.

(pu ng on /pu ng oﬀ)

4. We need water for washing ______________________

(clothes/plants)
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G. Fill in the blanks with the suitable words given in the box.

(4 x 1 = 4)

( air, wind, strongly, feel, polluted )
I. We can _____________ air when it moves ________________
2. Blowing air is called ___________________________
3. ______________ air is harmful to all living things.
4. Animals and humans breathe in ________________________
H. Match the following.

A

(4 x 1 = 4)

B

I. Pea Plant

(i) creeper

2. Papaya

(ii) thorny plant

3. Pumpkin

(iii) climber

4. Rose

(iv) branchless trees
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